


INTRODUCTION

 If you are reading this, welcome! This whitepaper explains 
all the intricacies of the Playaverse vision, mission statement, 
technology, ecosystem, multidrop, tokenomics, and relevant 
drops. We will also detail any changes or updates to core 
components of the Playaverse ecosystem, including staking, 
Play-to-earn, and airdrops.

 Our whitepaper is a continual work-in-progress as the multi-
drop ecosystem and nature of Playaverse will see exciting 
changes and innovations continually push the envelope of 
what is possible in the metaverse.
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 Playaverse is the platform which will allow users to explore 
all possibilities that dynamic NFTs have to offer while accessing 
exclusive and unique virtual experiences. Playaverse unleashes 
the full potential of dynamic NFTs because it is a true multiverse 
platform. We believe in actuating the following four realities:

We release fun and actionable 
NFTs that develop a life of their 
own with their own stories and 
universes by integrating series of 
elements that combine the real 
and the virtual worlds

Collect

We provide ready to use utility 
beyond NFT collecting with 
customizable NFTs that feature 
accessories that can be bought 
or earned as rewards

Customize
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 Playaverse is also blockchain agonistic and allows other NFTs stored on 
other chains to be seamlessly duplicated and revived on the Playaverse 
platform. Playaverse is also AR/VR experience oriented and the bridge 
to bring these experiences onto the metaverse with all NFTs featured 
therein.

 All the NFTs unleashed in the Playaverse will live by our realities 
described above. We aim to blend fun and artistic collections that let 
users, collectors, and players join the reality of their characters and live 
out the fantastical potentials of web3. We will lay the foundation for a 
thriving in-game ecosystem with our $Playaverse ($PLV) token, more of 
which is described on the Global economy page.

 The first Playaverse NFT collection, CryptoDeejayz, will kickstart the 
entire Playaverse economy with a genesis drop, numerous accessories 
and derivative NFTs, and gaming experience which will allow all users in 
the system to experience the unfettered possibilities of web3.

We allow users’ NFTs to breathe 
and live in their own world with 
staking, i.e., locking them on the 
platform. Users can stake NFTs 
to earn accessories, tokens, and 
other rewards

Stake

We let users bring their dynamic 
NFT into full games and earn 
different rewards through these 
games and to enhance their 
customizable characters

Play-to-Earn
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ECOSYSTEM
 The Polygon platform offers a strong, stable, and improved 
infrastructure to help us deploy our upcoming projects with speed and 
scalability. On the flip side, Playaverse will be onboarding our diverse 
and creative assortment of projects and collections within a unique 
ecosystem offered by Polygon.

 With the backing of Polygon as the leading platform in Ethereum 
scaling and infrastructure development, the Playaverse team will be able 
to deliver our multiverse platform with increased speed and efficiency, 
and we will satisfy our core goals:

 • The Playaverse marketplace
 • Collectible NFTs
 • Customizable NFTs (merge, mix & destroy)
 • Dynamic gaming NFTs
 • $PLV Token
 • Token governance
 • Token staking
 • Collectible staking

 The Playaverse team has spent months working on the backend for 
our multiverse system and Polygon Studios’ support will allow us to fulfill 
all our goals .

 We will be able to rely on the strong technical architecture of Polygon 
that has been running since 2017. In addition, all our key features that 
you know and love will be kept intact and remain the same. We gain 
the same suite of services offered by Polygon across their ecosystem 
including developer support, partnership, strategy, go-to-market, and 
technical integrations.



GLOBAL 
ECONOMY

The $PLV token is at the core of the Playaverse economy. Actions such as 
participating in multi-drop NFT collections or staking NFTs will earn $PLV 
that can be collected and spent on Playaverse.

 The total supply for $PLV is 100,000,000 tokens. The token distribution 
is as follows:

 • 34.85% Treasury: For in-game rewards and incentives. The platform 
fees on NFT sales will be used to buy back $PLV tokens.

 • 20% Development: To push the boundaries of what is possible with 
NFTs in the Playaverse.

 • 15% Team: Locked 2 years after TGE (Token Generation Event) and 
then 5% each month.

 • 10% Presales

 • 10% Liquidity: Provision for DEX and pools.

 • 6% Advisors & Rewards

 • 3.15% Playacards: Owners will be able to claim 10% each month. 
One type of card per wallet.

 • 1% Airdrop
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Below is the engineered progression of the $PLV token through all four 
phases of its lifecycle as it heads towards live listing with the launch of 
Playaverse.

TOKEN PRICE EVOLUTION

Additionally, the circulating supply of $PLV will continue to go through 
a natural lifespan in its first 48 months after go-live, to ensure a stabile 
availability of coins for staking, gaming, development, and sales.

$PLV TOKEN CIRCULATING SUPPLY PROGRESSION

TOKEN PRICE EVOLUTION

presale1

0.08 $

0.15 $

0.30 $ 0.30 $

presale 2 ICO listing

GLOBAL 
ECONOMY



GLOBAL 
ECONOMY

The $PLV token comes loaded with utility features that make it 
integral to the multiverse components of Playaverse.

 • Governance: Token holders will have governance power 
for project adoption, improvements, and the Playaverse 
ecosystem.

 • Purchase:
   -  Users will have to merge two NFTs to create more 
powerful ones according to game mechanics.
   -  Users will be able to win $PLV or in-game currencies 
depending on game mechanics.

 • Staking:
   -  Users will be able to stake $PLV to earn other in-game 
currencies backed up by $PLV or privileges.
   -  Project owners will be able to stake $PLV to offer 
rewards to their community and grant projects more visibility.

 • NFT to NFT: Cross-NFT interactions.
   -  Equip one NFT to another to enhance it.
   -  Two NFTs can be made to fight, and one gets destroyed 
(along with enhancements).
   -  Two NFTs can be fused, destroying both in the process 
by creating a new one.

 • Exclusive Characteristics: Users can add exclusive/
specific characteristics or content such as stats, skills, bonuses, 
secret message, treasure hunts, etc.

 • Exclusive Worlds: Users can hold NFTs to access VR worlds 
and metaverses (through Decentraland, Alt VR, VRChat).

 • Exclusive Experiences: Users will live unbelievable 
experiences during VR events or in real life.
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PLAYACARDS
The Playacards are the way in which users gain early access 
to the Playaverse ecosystem. They are NFT member cards with 
exclusive advantages and early access opportunities, token 
rewards, discounts, and other benefits. Only 1 type of card is 
allowed per wallet.

SILVER CARD
Price: 0.10 ETH
Supply: x300

Rewards: x3000 $PLV
Owners will be able to claim 10% each month
Whitelist access to 2022 collections

GOLD CARD
Price: 0.30 ETH
Supply: x150

Rewards: x10000 $PLV
Owners will be able to claim 10% each month
Whitelist access to 2022 collections
Access to Playaverse parties

PLATINUM CARD
Price: 0.50 ETH
Supply: x50

Rewards: x15000 $PLV
Owners will be able to claim 10% each month
Whitelist access to 2022 collections
Access to Playaverse parties
All alpha in-game test access
Physical card
Premium quality merchandising
5 blue-chip NFT airdrops on selected wallets

https://opensea.io/assets/ethereum/0x495f947276749ce646f68ac8c248420045cb7b5e/67534272017147937769283012686201032340412934939688372504353531633962546364716
https://opensea.io/assets/ethereum/0x495f947276749ce646f68ac8c248420045cb7b5e/67534272017147937769283012686201032340412934939688372504353531635062057992342
https://opensea.io/assets/ethereum/0x495f947276749ce646f68ac8c248420045cb7b5e/67534272017147937769283012686201032340412934939688372504353531637261081247794


PRESALES
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 A total of 10 million $PLV is released into the ecosystem early 
to galvanize minting and sales contingencies via presales. The 
Presales phases are described below:

Presale 1 :
 • 4 million $PLV
 • 0.08 USD
 • 5 months Cliff after TGE then 20% on every month

Presale 2 :
 • 4 million $PLV
 • 0.15 USD
 • 3 months Cliff after TGE then 20% on every month

ICO :
 • 2 million $PLV
 • 0.30 USD
 • 10% delivered each month via locking
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ROADMAP
The Playaverse team is laying out a bold roadmap in 2022 to 
bring the multiverse platform to life.

(completed)

(Q1 2023)

(Q3 2023)

(Q2 2023)
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COLLECTIONS

 The Genesis drop of the Playaverse ecosystem, 
CryptoDeejayz, is a multi-drop tribute collection of the 
electronic music scene.

 CryptoDeejayz (CDJZ) will further expand on the new 
generation NFT promise of tokens that provide utility, 
interwoven gaming, multi-drop collections, NFT mixing and 
matching to unlock new content, and in-person events to 
supplement the experience of being embedded in the 
electronic music community.

 They will deliver on the promise of a utility token that builds 
a community and an integrated experience that takes the 
metaverse from a trendy buzzword to the de facto reality of 
Web3.

 CDJZ is a collection of 3,333 profiles, which feature a mintable 
DJ with a unique look and over 120 traits.

There will be various kinds of CDJZ which can be minted:

 • Bootleggers (2,396 Randomly generated CDJZ)
 • Headliners (30 Animated CDJZ)
 • Legends (6 Super Rare Animated CDJZ)
 • Epic (One of a kind secret CDJZ)
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COLLECTIONS

 CDJZ will also feature their own internal roadmap following 
release that will really let the Playaverse dynamic NFT, 
multiverse concept shine.

 Additional items are forthcoming in future phases of the 
project as well, such as Lands and Hypemen.

 More information will be added to this whitepaper as it 
becomes available.



COLLECTIONS

 Another upcoming drop in the Playaverse system is 
Humanifty, which leans much more heavily on the artistic 
potential of the ecosystem. Humanifty is a collection of human-
powered NFTs in the metaverse that builds on three simple 
principles: we are all human, we all want to do good, and 
everyone wants their own portrait.

 We are all human: no matter what one’s eyes or nose are 
like, or how their smile gleams, we are all humans. Thus, the 
Humanifty collection: meta-humans compiled from stock 
photos and artist Michael de Bismuth’s own photography 
mixed with street art/pop culture icons and traits. The collection 
blends layered backgrounds of nature, artistic overlays, or 
simple household walls with a mish-mash human that can have 
a custom mouth, eyes, or accessories.

 Humanifty is a web3-powered project that will feature real 
human photographs interspersed with 250+ additional traits 
and that will also innovatively include a charity mechanic: 
contribute to a meaningful humanitarian cause when minting 
the NFT to unlock a secondary secret NFT that is revealed upon
choice of charity and differs based on which charity is chosen.
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COLLECTIONS

 This very special collection refers to an ancestral Japanese 
belief. The legend says that every December, thousands of 
little devil monsters come from around the whole world for a 
mysterious celebration. The Kaminaris then dance and beat 
the drums like rockstars which create thunders. Some pretend 
that you can catch and adopt them if you are brave enough. 
Their uniqueness brings luck and fortune to their owners.

 Kaminari is a collection of 4,096 algorithmically generated 
hand-drawn monsters. They keep alive an ancient Japanese 
history and come with a membership to a very private society. 
Special IRL rewards related to Japan and its culture are also 
part Kaminari’s utility.

 We dare you to adopt one of these cute devils!
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COLLECTIONS

 Built by devs for devs!

 Such an intriguing motto should invite you to discover this very 
short-supplied collection: only 500 of these 3D tiny bulldozers 
will be minted and ready for the fight!

 Inspired by the legendary Uni Robot Battles, Bulldozer will 
see the colorful robots meet and fight in the arena. Propelled 
by programs coming straight from Developer’s mind, only one 
will claim victory.

 Programs contain amazing strategies to defeat your 
opponent! Fuel your Bulldozer with the best programs to climb 
into the leader board and earn incredible rewards. You are not 
a dev and feel that Bulldozer is not for you? You will soon be 
able to purchase programs to make your own Bulldozer NFT 
unbeatable!
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TEAM



TEAM
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OFFICIAL LINKS
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www.playaverse.digital

instagram.com/Playaverse

twitter.com/Playaverse

youtube.com/Playaverse

medium.com/@Playaverse

opensea.io/Playaverse

t.me/PlayaverseFR

t.me/PlayaVerse_off

https://www.playaverse.digital/
https://www.instagram.com/playaverse/
https://twitter.com/playaverse
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMOGkQz5f8MlLneLCsq04pw
https://medium.com/@Playaverse
https://opensea.io/Playaverse
https://t.me/PlayaverseFR
https://t.me/PlayaVerse_off


DISCLAIMER
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 The information contained in this Whitepaper is not 
comprehensive and does not claim to be complete. There is 
no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of such 
information and no representation, warranty or undertaking is 
or purported to be provided as to the accuracy or completeness 
of such information.

 The Whitepaper is intended for general informational 
purposes only and does not constitute a prospectus, an offer 
document, an offer of securities, a solicitation for investment, 
or any offer to sell any product. In particular, the Whitepaper 
is not an Offer and does not imply a contractual relationship 
between Playaverse and an interested party.

 The information provided in this Whitepaper does not 
constitute financial advice, trading advice, investment advice, 
legal advice, or any sort of advice whatsoever, and you should 
not treat the Whitepaper as such. Further, the Whitepaper may 
be amended or replaced from time to time.

 Playaverse is not obliged to update the Whitepaper, or to 
provide recipients with access to any information beyond what 
is provided herein. Any liability for the content of the Whitepaper 
is excluded. This includes both material and immaterial damage.


